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Foreword
As the digital economy continues to radically reshape all aspects of our society, government
bodies across Britain have been embracing the opportunities technology brings to revitalise
their services.
Kingston is no different.
The Digital Kingston: Smart Borough strategy sets out our vision for harnessing the power of
technology to realise our vision for the Royal Borough as set out in Destination Kingston: that it
is one of the very best places to live and work.
Using digital innovations and drawing on data insights will be integral to transforming our
organisation and the services provided within the borough, so that they meet the needs of our
residents and businesses seamlessly, bring together communities, take down internal
boundaries to create a more agile workforce, and ensure effective use of reducing resources
so that money is spent where it’s most needed.
It will create an offering that puts all residents young and old at the heart of what we do.
And we are taking the whole Borough with us. While central services that affect the entire
Borough are important, we want to see innovations that directly benefit places like Tolworth,
Chessington and Malden Rushett, Surbiton and New Malden, or that target certain
demographics including vulnerable groups, older people and those who are not as digitally
literate as others.
We’re already started on the journey.
Starting from within we’re becoming a more agile workforce and have equipped our staff with
powerful new tools to support flexible working.
We’ve also opened up our data so that our partners have a greater understanding of the
borough and the people who make it up so they can deliver more tailored and personalised
services.
An initiative is underway to embed better connectivity into the borough, to improve mobile
phone reception, increase broadband speeds and provide a free wifi service.
But we have plans to do so much more - as outlined in this strategy.
This isn’t a flash in the pan plan that will disappear at the next election. This strategy is being
weaved into the fabric of all council services and our future ambitions - now and in 25 years
time.
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Our Digital Kingston: Smart Borough strategy is now set to launch our future.

Introduction
Cities today compete on a global scale - based on a range of issues including security,
sustainability, resilience, accessibility, vibrancy, employment prospects, quality of life and
services. No central or municipal authority can address this alone and the need to work
together to maintain London’s place in the global economy grows every day.
London is a world city with a growing population, a mega-city where demographic changes are
leading to disproportionate increases in the sections of the community needing more intensive
support while financial resources are significantly reduced, and where political, economic,
social and technological changes are driving changes to expectations of how residents could
and should engage with public institutions.
As London evolves, Kingston Council remains set in its determination to make Kingston a
destination of choice and not simply a gateway; to grow, to prosper, to improve the lives of
residents; and to address existing and emerging challenges.
National, regional and local drivers for change
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This “Digital Kingston: Smart Borough” strategy provides a framework for exploiting emerging
digital opportunities to achieve the Council’s vision of a ‘More Human’ council. It sets out how
the Royal Borough of Kingston will embed digital technology, smart city infrastructure and data
innovation into the heart of its interaction with citizens, business, visitors and partners to help
transform its services and deliver its outcomes through:
●

a new relationship with residents

●

a cross-sector, one system approach

●

making the best use of our resources to deliver our outcomes

Our outcomes
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To deliver these outcomes in a way that is financially sustainable, we will need to transform our
organisation to make fundamental changes to our operating model and the services we
deliver. This will require a cross-cutting holistic service design approach, much of which will be
made possible by digital technology, smart city infrastructure and data innovations and those
are the focus of this strategy.
This strategy, and the programme and projects that will follow it, highlights the increasing
importance of digital infrastructure in Kingston and describes opportunities offered by
embedding digital evolution. It will require collaboration across our internal boundaries,
externally with our partners and with the residents and businesses who use our services.
It is informed by the documented dependencies that exist between social well-being, a strong
local economy and modern public services. Our focus will be on radical transformation rather
than simply fixing what’s broken, speeding up what’s slow and putting individual transactions
online. We will transform, build on the significant progress already made in introducing new

technologies and approaches, and embed a ‘Place as a Platform’ smart borough approach to
make Kingston a great place to live, to work and to do business.

The Our Kingston Programme
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Our Kingston is the Council’s innovative transformation programme designed to meet the new
and future challenges the Council faces. It aims to:
●

develop a new relationship with residents based on greater collaboration and dialogue
to inform how we deliver our agreed outcomes

●

achieve financial sustainability through a combination of supply and demand side
savings and investments that look at the Council in the context of the wider Kingston
community

●

embed a governance structure over local policy and strategy that is safe, simple and
quick

As an integral part of the Our Kingston programme, this strategy focuses around three critical
areas to address those challenges using digital technology, smart city infrastructure and data
innovations to create a smart connected Kingston.
Digital Kingston, a smart borough

Enabled Community
●
●
●
●

Engaging digitally with our residents, visitors and local businesses
Providing assistive technology to enrich the lives of our residents
Ensuring the digital customer experience is excellent
Embedding a focus on digital participation to reduce social exclusion

Enabled Borough
● Building a Smart City infrastructure and culture
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●

Opening up, integrating and sharing our wealth of Data

Enabled Workforce
●

Introducing smart ways of working and new workstyles in the Council

Where are we now?
We are not starting from scratch. We are continuing a journey on which we have already made
good progress. We share a mature, sophisticated ICT function with our partners at Sutton and
investment in technology has been strategically used to create a secure and resilient ICT
infrastructure.
We have a range of digital capabilities already established
To digitally enable our customers we have:
●

implemented free public wifi in all of the Council’s core buildings, providing citizens with
free wifi, and enabling staff to bring their own device,

●

implemented Web Chat to provide better service through mediated assistance for
customers using the self-service website,

●

implemented a new digital platform for customer contact which enables us to develop
end-to-end digital services,

●

improved the usability of ‘in my area’ and property related database searches to make
the information more accessible to customers.

To digitally enable our workforce we have:
●

implemented G-Suite from Google as our core email and calendar system. This
provides all staff with access to their email, calendar and office productivity tools for
documents, spreadsheets and presentations anytime, anywhere, and on any device,

●

begun implementing a new platform to deliver digital end to end transaction capabilities

●

implemented a new intranet and a new internal service management system with
advanced workflow capabilities to improve internal efficiencies,

●

implemented virtualised desktops for the majority of staff to enable more flexible
working,

●

implemented a Kingston Data portal opening up many data sets from multiple sources,
improving the Council’s transparency and enabling us to turn our data into intelligence.

We have a number of ongoing initiatives
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●

Connecting Kingston is providing metro wifi, faster broadband and better mobile
reception.

●

The Kingston Care Passport is a Health and Social Care integration initiative being led
by Your Healthcare to deliver an Integrated Care Record. This increased visibility across
a wider set of service user information will support pathway planning to improve
resident health and wellbeing outcomes.

●

Our library systems are being renewed to allow self-service and greater ease of access.

●

We are upgrading our customer relationship management system to provide richer
information about customers and their interactions, to enable more targeted demand
management and channel shift.

●

We are replacing the current ageing PC and laptop hardware with modern
role-appropriate equipment that is fast, secure and low cost to help the Council
maximise the benefits of ICT investment.

●

We are exploring options for delivering personalised information to residents, members
and businesses, pulling together data from different line of business systems to give
customers a single view of their council interactions, and to give officers a single view of
the customer.

And we have a series of pilots, demonstrators and proofs of concept in planning.
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Transforming Kingston
The challenge facing all of us in public service is to place citizens at the heart of government.
In Kingston we are striving to achieve better outcomes, to promote independence rather than
dependence on our services, and to deliver more efficiently and effectively those services that
are required. This will allow us to better manage demand while at the same time reducing the
cost of transacting with local government.

Creating a platform for transformation: Our digital priorities for the short
term
Our immediate priority is to create a digital technology and data platform to enable major
transformation across Kingston, encouraging self-service and accelerating channel shift, and
introducing innovation while building upon existing success.
We are already facilitating this transformation through technology innovation focusing on
enhancing workforce digital capability and flexible workstyles; improving online channels to
encouraging self-service and channel shift; opening up our data to harness the use of
advanced analytics; and developing a joined-up view of resident data.
As we expand our use of integrated data, assistive technology and smart city initiatives, we will
work ever more closely with our existing partners in the Kingston Strategic Partnership and
also with new providers, new partners and with local businesses.
To do this we will complement the projects already underway with a range of initiatives across
the digital landscape designed to manage demand for services, extract value from our data
assets and equip our staff to exploit the capabilities of the tools provided to them to do their
jobs.

Embedding Digital
Beyond this, we must focus on embedding digital opportunity into the organisation at every
level, focussing on people, place and the platform to deliver the outcomes. This will mean
enabling the council to::
●

reduce complexity by consolidating, simplifying and standardising operations, thereby
reducing complexity and enabling clearer organisational choices.

●

enhance customer intelligence by providing greater customer and borough insight and
through improved business intelligence, use of technology and integrated data
management.
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●

manage demand by more sophisticated commissioning, procurement and
contract/supplier management .

●

develop new delivery models by increasing diversity in service delivery arrangements,
new delivery models and lower cost models.

●

create new support models by improving the way in which the organisation is
supported through back office and support functions.

●

redesign services in innovative ways rather than simply automating existing processes

●

accelerate channel shift and self-service - both internally and externally

●

open up our data, sharing with partners and realising its value

●

create a shared smart city infrastructure

●

ensure a strong internal specialist digital capability and digitally empowered workforce

●

commission based on common business need across traditional internal boundaries

●

embed digital imperatives and principles in how we formulate and implement policy

We will continue to transform interactions with the borough and focus on improving the
usability of services by co-designing with residents. We will design joined-up processes with
simple access to smooth the customer journey and ensure a seamless experience no matter
how many teams, departments or partner organisations are involved in delivering the service.
Rather than simply automating existing processes and making individual transactions more
efficient, we will re-engineer services across the borough using a holistic systems approach. As
an example, we will fundamentally change the way we deliver ICT solutions by moving from
closed proprietary systems to open and interoperable platforms that share data with our
partners, allow multi-tenancy, reuse source-code, facilitate multi-channel access and enable
end to end seamless service delivery.
So as our services are transformed, we will move to a digital by default approach, ensuring
digital innovation and adoption become a key consideration in policy development,
regeneration, local planning, housing development and regeneration, environmental
management, commissioning and procurement, as well as in ICT and service design.

Our Digital KIngston Smart Borough Principles
Excellent digital experience for customers
Our engagement with residents, visitors and business will move increasingly into the digital
arena and to support essential interaction with community and volunteer networks we will talk
to them in the ways and through the channels they understand and want to use. This will mean
not only implementing and using digital tools, but helping our customers by signposting
information and making it available to be consumed in different ways, providing online
learning opportunities and assisted access.
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Place as a Platform
To fully realise the longer term benefits of this digital revolution, we will embed these
principles, standards and framework into key policies and processes to create a Place as a
Platform culture in the borough. Services such as regeneration, planning, development,
environment, housing, commissioning and procurement will consider the digital framework and
requirements at appropriate stages of their policies and processes so that our partners and
suppliers work with us to create a smart, open, connected borough.

Resilience
Availability and resilience become key as we provide more services digitally, adopt flexible
working practices, integrate data with our partners, and create a smart city environment. We
will provide 24*7 availability and fit for purpose support for our services.

Agile delivery
We will embrace user-centred, agile approaches which allow us to move swiftly and focus on
co-designing solutions with residents, businesses and customers. These services will be
monitored, measured and continuous improvement embedded in our approach.

Focus on adding value
We will invest wisely to make efficient use of our resources and deliver our target community
outcomes through a financially sustainable model. We will leverage the aggregate spend of the
Kingston family and across government by procuring services and solutions through the Digital
Marketplace and other frameworks. We will increase our agility and ability to respond to
changing demand by adopting a consumption-based model and cloud-first approach, so
freeing up our skilled staff and scarce resources to focus on priority areas.

An open, standards based approach
Our design default will be to take an open, standards based approach to promote
interoperability and ease of access. Existing standards will be adopted, if necessary adapted to
fit our environment, and only as a last resort, abandoned in favour of a proprietary approach.
This will allow us to take advantage of the shared experience of our government colleagues
and help our partners work smoothly with each other.

Open data, open source, open API and open innovation
We will recognise investments in open data, open standards, and open software as an
investment in the public good by enabling code and tools to benefit the wider community. We
will share data by default to encourage open innovation and published APIs will be required of
our suppliers.
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Build once and reuse
We will build each component of our solutions once, and reuse components across our
environment.
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The Digital Kingston: Smart Borough programme
Digital Kingston: Smart Borough covers a broad landscape starting with our customers’
experience of engagement with us, including those hardest to reach; how we use technology
and data innovations to deliver better outcomes at a personal and borough level; the use of the
rich data we and our partners have and will create; and the empowered, enabled workforce we
need to support.
To ensure that the digital and smart city vision is delivered in a coherent, cohesive and
consistent manner across the borough with cross-cutting benefits fully realised, a Digital
Kingston: Smart Borough programme will be established.
This team will focus on creating an enabled community, an enabled borough and an enabled
workforce in the Council.
It will promote and guide Digital and Smart City innovation, lead Smart City initiatives across the
Council and its partners, support the Our Kingston delivery programmes, promote sharing of
open data, engage with business partners, investigate funding opportunities, and embed the
digital framework in the Council’s process of place.

Programme Principles
Embed digital
Create a ‘Place as a Platform’ culture where digital opportunities, smart city approaches and
open data sharing are embedded.

Create a comprehensive, connected smart city infrastructure
Coordinate the requirements gathering, the design and the development across the borough
of a comprehensive, connected smart city infrastructure with our partners.

Enable service innovation
We will co-design services with our customers, based on evidence of real world behaviours.

Build a Flexible workforce
Exploit the opportunities offered by digital technology and data innovation to enable a smarter,
more flexible and collaborative workforce.

Open up and share information to create value
Create a culture of open, integrated and shared data that is used to the benefit of Kingston.

Smart, leveraged investment
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Ensure investment in digital, data and smart city initiatives is considered holistically and
coordinated to deliver best value for Kingston.

Engaged
Engage the borough in the digital revolution.

Priorities
To create the programme and deliver the Digital Kingston: Smart Borough strategy we will
undertake a focused programme of work over the next 12 months in which we will:
●

Engage our residents and businesses further to understand their digital needs

●

Refresh the website

●

Open up our data through our Realising Value from our Data programme

●

●

●

●

○

Create an open, intuitive Information hub to share our data

○

Deliver a series of agile information projects releasing value from our data

○

Ensure our data is fit to inform policy-making and support service redesign

○

Provide a robust trust model for data sharing with our Kingston family partners

Create a ‘Place as a Platform’ Smart City culture
○

Champion and lead Smart City initiatives across the Council and its partners

○

Lead an agile approach with pilots, demonstrators and proofs of concept

○

Facilitate deployment of new digital technologies on the High Street

○

Embed digital awareness in our Place policies and processes

○

Build a digital framework for Kingston

Support the Our Kingston programme
○

Cultivate service innovation through digital possibilities

○

Develop increased signposting and accessibility to our information,

○

Support the transformation of services

○

Build a community mobilisation platform with our third sector partners

○

Coordinate sharing of common elements across services

Drive service transformation initiatives to
○

Provide an excellent digital customer experience

○

Accelerate channel shift

○

Offer simple seamless transactional services over a redesigned website

○

Provide our information to the community through the channels they use

○

Increase self-service

○

Improve workflow

○

Improve performance management

Engage the future
○

Publish our Digital strategy and accompanying standards on GitHub
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○

Defne a series of market engagement events with leading suppliers

○

Organise innovative events, hackathons and digital pit-stops in Kingston

○

Create the conditions for establishing a creative digital cluster in Kingston

○

Investigate incentivising the open approach - open data, open source, open
standards

○
●

Explore avenues for additional funding for innovative projects

Ensure this strategy and these principles are understood and embedded
○

Develop Digital frameworks and toolkits for:
■

embedding digital in policy-making and process

■

supporting volunteers and community networks

■

creating a digitally empowered workforce

■

managing a responsive service environment developing apps

Roadmap
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Enabled Community
We understand that many interactions with us are the result of major life events, such as
moving house, leaving school, illness or losing a family member. Accordingly, we believe
residents should be able to simply and seamlessly access the services they need without the
friction caused by complicated processes and unnecessary bureaucracy.
We will therefore
●

design coherent, connected services - bringing together related content, transactions,
forms and offline support - co-created with our residents

●

support these services with appropriate technologies, data, business practices,
standards, governance, skills, capability and behaviour

●

give our staff the tools and skills they need to engage with our customers in this new
environment, unconstrained by out-dated approaches or technology

How we will enable this vision.
Residents, visitors and businesses will be able to engage digitally w
 ith the Council and access
our services through the channels and on the platforms with which they are familiar. These

services will be co-designed with our community so that they are seamless, simple to use and
offer an improved customer experience. Care will be taken to encourage digital participation

across all our community. And for those of our residents who require specialist support we will
provide targeted services, assistive technology and assisted digital support to enable them to
live better lives for longer in the community.
To engage digitally we will:
●

Transact with our residents and businesses on the devices they are familiar with

●

Engage with our communities through the channels and social media they use

●

Lead by example in Kingston and strengthen collaboration to ensure effective delivery
of our outcomes

●

Co-create our services with residents, local businesses and partners

●

Build and maintain an integrated evidence base to inform decisions

●

Recognise and promote digital engagement excellence

We will enable residents to participate more fully in all aspects of their life, both at home and in
the community, prolong their capability for independent living and increase their opportunities
for social interaction through use of assistive technology or assisted digital support:
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●

personal emergency response services (TeleCare) with devices such as fall detectors,
thermometers and door sensors

●

telephone assistance provided by the Council, partner organisations or voluntary
groups.

To improve the customer experience we will:
●

Ensure that customer interaction with us is easy and productive from start to finish,
even when customers’ needs cross organisational and departmental boundaries.

●

Increase self-service and accelerate channel shift

●

Put customers in control by giving them the information they need, before they even
need to contact us, and making sure it is the right information presented in the right way

●

Have oversight of whether the promises we make to customers are kept, and make
sure we keep them

●

Have a single view of each of our customers, and know when they have contacted us
previously, so that they don’t have to keep repeating themselves, or keep re-identifying
themselves.

●

Expand our customer contact capabilities, exploring new channels such as web chat
and video calling

●

Manage our performance by measuring what matters to customers, not just what we
can.

To encourage digital participation we will:
●

Go to our hard to reach customers - for example, in GP surgeries and Post Offices

●

Provide assisted access

●

Ensure that trusted family members can access information digitally on a vulnerable
person’s behalf, with their consent

●

Make our information easy to find, joined-up and simple to follow

●

Make our transactions simple and seamless

●

Ensure our technology choices do not lead to exclusion

Our Enabled Community Principles
Engaged with our community over digital channels
We will move increasingly into the digital arena in our interactions with residents, visitors and
businesses. Engagement with the community will be in the ways and through the channels they
understand.

Information will be managed as an asset
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Information will be managed as an asset, maintained to agreed quality standards and kept up
to date. Our information and that of our partners will be made available to be easily accessed
in different ways by our customers. Evidence of real world behaviour will drive our decisions
and service design.

Familiar tools and technologies
We will embrace innovation and use technology more closely aligned with the best digital
services available and the digital experience that customers are used to at home. As an
organisation we will adapt to use the tools and technologies most suitable to meeting demands
and expectations, and will do the hard work necessary to make things simple for our
customers.

A trusted partner
We will become a trusted partner for users of our services, giving them confidence they can
work with us in secure, safe ways with their privacy and online identity protected by robust
information security. We will be secure by design.

Increased digital participation
Kingston Council is resolved that none of our residents be left behind by our digital
revolution. We will approach and assist those furthest from the Council, including them in the
design of services from the outset and focusing on motivation, trust and digital literacy as well
as issues of access and affordability.

Priorities
To enable our community digitally, our priorities include:
●

Improving the accessibility, signposting and digital presentation of our information

●

Providing digital access to our information and services at non-traditional locations, e.g.
reception areas, GP surgeries, Post Offices, transport hubs

●

Refreshing the website based on the customer journey

●

Providing access to services through new channels,

●

Providing smart notification capabilities, for example geographically tagged pothole
notification from mobile phones

●

Integrating our information with the NHS to provide integrated health and social care

●

Providing assistive technology services to support independent living

●

Providing a digital framework and toolkit for supporting volunteer and community
networks

●

Providing seamless access to all customer information across all channels
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Enabled Borough
Kingston faces the challenge of delivering services on a reducing budget with demographic
pressures and regulations impacting energy use, transport, environmental stewardship,
sustainability and social services. We must address these challenges, plus those that our
planned growth may bring, while ensuring Kingston remains the great place to live and work it
is today.
We therefore aim to:
●

Ensure Kingston is a destination, not simply a gateway

●

Create a smart city culture that helps keep Kingston a great place to be

●

Open and share our data to improve the life outcomes of our residents

How we will enable this vision.
We will nurture, invest in and embed a smart city culture within Kingston to harness the power
of data and technology to make our borough a better place, to live, work, play in and do

business. We will Improve our data sharing & analytics capabilities to extract value from the

wealth of data we and our partners already own and will create in future, to make Kingston a
safer, smarter and more sustainable place.
To create and embed this s mart city culture we will:
●

Engineer a smart city infrastructure throughout the borough, covering areas such as
street lighting, energy, waste, water consumption, transport and active travel

●

Embed the consideration of digital principles and infrastructure through the planning
housing, regeneration, development and commissioning processes

●

Incorporate open data and open standards requirements, smart asset infrastructure and
digital innovation in briefs and specifications, evaluation of tender documents and
contracts

To improve our data sharing & analytics capabilities we will:
●

Unlock our data, make it open and encourage others to innovate with it

●

Create insight with integrity, and release the value of our data through use of powerful
analytics, visualisation, and predictive analyses

●

Integrate our data with that of our partners in health, transport, blue light services and
the third sector

●

Build on open data, and the real world behaviour evidenced within it, to design services
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●

Build trust through being scrupulous in protecting individual privacy and ensuring
security

Our Smart City Principles
Digital by default and by design
We will embed our expectations around smart city and data sharing in our policy and
processes to create a ‘Place as as Platform’ culture. For example adherence to open data
principles will be embedded in our procurement specifications and evaluations.

Information is a shared resource
Data will be open and shared, subject to legal and regulatory compliance. We will work to
accepted open data standards and manage our data resource to the benefit of the residents of
Kingston. Open Data standards will be applied to all data provided by our partners and
managed service providers, with appropriate schedules attached to all relevant contracts.

Insight with integrity
Data will be integrated and analysed then used to predict, plan and provide better services
based on evidence. Open data will be curated to alleviate demand pressures such as Freedom
of Information requests and common routine enquiries. Data will be acted upon, not simply
stored.

Place as a Platform infrastructure and culture
We will amend our policies and processes for planning, development, housing, regeneration
and commissioning to ensure that our partners, local businesses and developers accept our
digital ambitions and work with us to create a shared smart city infrastructure.

An agile council, leading for Kingston
We will encourage piloting of new technologies at small cost and scale to test new ideas,
working with our public sector partners and private sector companies. We will measure
success and agree investment predicated on approved business cases.

Build for the future now, touch once
We will share our infrastructure plans for the borough and aim to coordinate works, to minimise
disruption and cost.

Smart investment
We will give non-financial criteria, such as sustainability, appropriate weighting in our business
cases and procurement evaluations, particularly around infrastructure investment. We will avoid
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long-term price commitments in areas where the price trend is downwards and we will require
contract terms that flex to reflect the changing demands and shape of the Council.

Priorities
To create the enabled borough our priorities include:
●

Increasing broadband speed in the borough and improving mobile phone coverage

●

Providing free borough wifi access

●

Adaptive street lighting to reduce energy costs

●

Building a connected borough, shared infrastructure

●

Introducing smart notification

●

Creating an open data portal to share our data

●

Mining our data to increase income generation and reduce fraud

●

Integrating data to improve services and use predictive analysis to focus early
intervention

●

Providing the right performance management information
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Enabled workforce
As the Council transforms its relationship with residents, the roles and responsibilities of staff
will change. For example, many will become more mobile and less office-based, while others
may be required to work with large volumes of shared data in real-time. We will support our
staff to deliver their outcomes in these innovative, open and smart ways of working through:
●

Supporting the range of workstyles the Council adopts by providing the right
infrastructure, access devices, systems and support

●

Flexible, function-rich collaborative and workflow tools accessible from anywhere, any
time and on any device

●

Providing the right data to respond to customers seamlessly at the right time in the right
way

●

Enabling, monitoring and managing efficient workflow across the organisation

●

Adopting a digital skills framework to ensure our staff have the right skillsets

●

Training our staff and supporting them to use the capabilities of the digital tools and
applications we roll out.

Our Enabled Workforce Principles
A digitally confident workforce
To achieve full value from the decisions we take, our workforce - and increasingly those of our
partners - must be provided with appropriate learning and development support to exploit the
capability offered by the tools provided. We will invest, in training and development, to create a
skilled, digitally-confident workforce and ensure we realise the full benefits of the tools we
have already deployed and will deploy in future

A workforce empowered to deliver their outcomes
Leadership teams will set the tone for adoption and exploitation of digital opportunities
throughout the organisation. Management styles and behaviours, and the supporting systems,
will be aligned with the new delivery model. And the workforce will be empowered to deliver
the outcomes in this new environment by roles, corporate policies, processes, protocols and
procedures informed by the new digital capabilities.

The right tools and access to information
We will equip our staff with a collaborative toolset to do their jobs. These will support our
ambitions to share our data and integrate with our partners so that our workforce has timely
access to the right information to make evidence-based decisions.
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Digital centres of excellence
To support an agile, digital by design culture the Council needs access to specialist skills and
capabilities. To meet this demand specialist teams will be established, upskilled or temporarily
retained to provide, for example, agile delivery, customer insight, integrated analytics or lean
design.

Service innovation
We will embed digital opportunity into service design and policy development. We will share
innovation and developments across council boundaries to accelerate changes and the
emergence of new ideas. And we will explore new methods of collaborating such as user-led
design, crowdsourcing and hackathons.

Multi-channel and multi-device
We will design and provide secure access to our systems and data from any authorised device
conforming to our policies. We will provide access to integrated data across all channels used
to interact with the Council and enable seamless transition from one channel to another.

Priorities
To create the enabled workforce our priorities include:
●

Training staff to exploit the flexible working capabilities of existing toolsets

●

Developing further digital support, such as workflow systems, for staff to deliver their
outcomes

●

Improving social media skills and providing the guidelines within which we work

●

Ensuring the right tools and infrastructure are in place for flexible, mobile working

●

Supporting service transformation led by the Our Kingston programmes
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Conclusion and Next Steps
The Digital Kingston: Smart Borough vision is ambitious and will require a significant change in
approach and culture within the Council, not only with regards to implementing digital
technology. but also in how we embed this digital advantage across the Council.
There is enormous potential for digital technology to transform the way we work, share data
and deliver services in Kingston. This means improving our digital engagement and online offer
to customers, ensuring those farthest from the Council and hardest to reach are not excluded,
providing assistive technology and digital support and improving the skills required to use it
among our residents, harnessing technology to collaborate effectively with our partners,

sharing data and extracting its value, and up-skilling and supporting our workforce to respond
to the challenges and achieve our target outcomes.
To achieve these outcomes, we will create a digital by default culture, focus on proactive
policies to build for the future now, and create a digital programme to guide us over the coming
year as we embed the priorities and principles laid out in this strategy across the Council.
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